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Stop 1 : Smell of death:  perfume you never forget
Stop 3 : Inside the grave 
Final stop : Cruise on the styx
Stop 2 : Cadaver dogs and the Deathly Hallows
Our Journey !
Smell of death: 
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Characterisation of the smell of decaying people 
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Did I do right ? 
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Can we predict presence of clandestine grave based on the soil chemistry ? 
Inside the grave Inside the grave 
What to do to apply it? 
• Sampling through the decomposition process 
• Repeat with human corpses
• Sampling after several time period after the removing of the corpse
Cruise on the styx
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Soft water
Sea water 
Take home message 
• characterization of the smell death
• training of cadaver dogs
• Prediction clandestine grave. 
• Water decomposition➔ we will have to meet again 
Thank you !
cmartin@uliege.be
